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27.05.2010
CAN-Cefag premises – 13.30

1. Participants’ welcoming

2. Updates and outcomes of OFTL Europe procedures at local level
Present partners explained the development of their local procedure, providing
details about updates and improvements in comparison with information already
given during the third meeting.
French and Polish partners presented slide-shows concerning structure, networks,
operational results achieved through the local procedures.

3. Final results of validation
Italian coordinator presented main outcomes of validation of provided by Italian
external experts.
Due to the non-attendance of the Greek partner, the Italian coordinator presented
also main results of validation done by HRDC.
Finally, also the Polish partner provided others with a summary of their validation
developed by external advisors:
Validation was focused both on the OFTL Europe procedural model and on local
procedures developed by partners.

Here is provided a resume of added values and weak points of the procedural
model:
+
Transferability of the model
Adaptation to different conditions,
sectors and targets
Improvement of local networks

Generality
Scarce involvement of enterprises (no
business)
Too focused on guidance and training,
too little on employment

Definition of precise steps from
guidance to employment
Improvement of transnational
cooperation

4. Definitive version of the OFTL Europe procedural model
According to the outcomes of validation and to former discussion, partners
validated the OFTL Europe procedural model, which is also under official
registration at European level (results by September/October 2010).

28.05.2010
CAN-Cefag premises – 09.30

5. Provisional version of the final product
After a short summary concerning the German local procedure, the project
coordinator presented the draft of the final product, which is under production and
will be distributed to partners during the final seminar in Verona. The project
coordinator will also provide partners with the Beta version for printing further
copies before the end of the project.

6. Visit to the CAN-Cefag Department of Social Inclusion

7. Organization of the final meeting in Verona
Under the coordination of the Italian partner, all partners discussed about the final
project seminars to be held in Verona.
They took some basic decisions:
- dates: 23/09/2010 (final project meeting) and 24/09/2010 (public
seminar);
- partakers: besides partners’ staff, also externals will be invited. They might
be evaluators, experts or representatives of local partners/interested
stakeholders;
- technical details: according to partakers, the project coordinator will provide
the public seminar with interpreters and audio systems;
- contents: each partner will have to prepare a short presentation (20 min.)
concerning the development of local procedures and main outcomes/added
values.

8. Dissemination and translations: reminders and final tasks
The project coordinator provided partners with a reminder concerning translations
and dissemination.
Documents and contents to be translated were given to partners, in order to have
in the final product official versions in national languages.
For organizational and technical requirements, all translation must be sent to the
Italian coordinator by 15/07/2010.
Partner were also asked to implement further actions and local events for
disseminating project contents and developments.

